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Abstract— The mechanical design of robotic hands has been
converging towards low-inertia, tendon-driven strategies. As
tendon driven robotic fingers are serial chain systems, routing
strategies with compliant tendons lead to multi-articular cou-
pling between the degrees of freedom. We propose a generalized
analysis of such serial chain linkages with coupled passive
joint stiffnesses. We analyze the effect of such coupling on
maximum achievable stiffness control boundaries while main-
taining passivity at the actuators by analytically deriving the
boundaries. We believe that we can use this information to
form mechanical design guidelines for intelligently selecting
arrangements of compliance elements (mechanical springs) and
transmission strategies, i.e. tendon routing and pulley radii, to
provide intrinsic stability and customizable controller stiffness
limits for high performance manipulation in robotic hands.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, mechanical design of robotic hands [1]

has moved away from large, rigid, direct-drive strategies [2]

towards low inertia, tendon-driven actuation and passively

compliant design [3], [4], [5]. Compliance is a key require-

ment for safe robotic interaction with the environment, and

is actively implemented in robotic hands using impedance

control strategies [6], [7], [8]. Impedance control laws require

accurate knowledge of the manipulator’s states and end-

tip forces. Factors such as sensor noise, non-collocation

of sensors and actuators, and feedback delays can make

such controllers unreliable and introduce instability. Passive

mechanical compliance in robotic systems can be used

to augment the software control and it also offers many

advantages over rigid robots, such as instantaneous response,

decoupling of joints from actuator dynamics, compliance for

safe interaction etc. [9], [10]. We are interested in making

improvements to the mechanical design of multi-degree of

freedom (DOF) robotic hands which incorporate springs,

arranged in series and parallel with respect to the actuators,

for high performance manipulation.

In robotic joints, we classify springs coupling actuators

to joints as series compliance and springs coupling joints

to actuator ground or other joints as parallel compliance.

Series compliance in robotic joints has been extensively

implemented [11], [12], [13] and its effects on compliance

control previously studied [9], [14]. Parallel compliance

has been implemented in legged robots for energy storing

[15] and in robotic fingers to overcome under-actuation [5],

[16]. A recent study [17] has shown that adding parallel
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compliance to low-inertia, direct-drive robotic finger joints

improves robustness and disturbance-rejection in presence

of sensor noise and controller time delays. For stiffness-

controlled robotic arms with independent series elasticity

at every joint, it was shown that the controller stiffness at

the joint can never exceed the stiffness of the series spring

element at the joint [18]. Another study used series springs

in the tendons of a 1-DOF robotic finger [14] and found that

series compliance imposes a stability bound on the maximum

feasible control stiffness, and that adding parallel compliance

to such systems can increase the stable bounds on stiffness

control. Both of these studies, however, apply to multi-

DOF systems only in case of decoupled, independent joint

stiffnesses. Other researchers have worked towards finding

stable limits for Cartesian stiffness in multi-DOF compliant

robots [19], [20] while assuming decoupled joint articulation.

Tendon driven fingers are serial chain manipulators whose

joints will be inherently passively coupled for virtually

every practical tendon routing strategy. Humans have sim-

ilar passive coupling in their joints due to multi-articular

muscles and tendons, and are able to exploit it to perform

graceful manipulation and achieve stiffness control over their

entire Cartesian workspace [21]. However, the effects and

limitations of such passive mechanical coupling on stiffness-

controlled robotic fingers have not been fully analyzed to

date. In this paper we present a passivity-based analysis

for low-inertia, series-elastic tendon-driven robotic fingers

implementing stiffness control in joint space. We use this

analysis to observe and understand the effect of the design

parameters such as moment arms (pulley radii), parallel

compliance and series compliance. We then validate the

passivity bounds from our analysis on a two DOF tendon-

driven robotic finger in both simulation and experiments.

Our analysis leads to a design paradigm for optimizing

the mechanical design parameters of the hands in order

to allow robust, passive controllers to perform the desired

manipulation skills.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

A. Basic Model

The following analysis presents a simple, linearized model

of a generalized tendon-driven multi-DOF finger. The model

assumes that there are m motors pulling on m cables,

and that these cables have linear springs in series. The n
joints of the robot hand are actuated by m > n tendons

arranged such that the tendon-map R has full column rank

for controllability [22]. The transpose of the R matrix maps
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TABLE I: Variables used in the model
n ∈ Z, n > 0 independent degrees of freedom
m ∈ Z,m > n motor–tendons pairs
q ∈ Q = R

n joint angles
τ ∈ T = R

n joint torques.
Kd ∈ R

n×n desired stiffness matrix (diagonal)
R ∈ R

m×n tendon routing Jacobian (an injection)
Ks ∈ R

m×m tendon compliance. (diagonal, p.d.)
Rm ∈ R

m×m motor pulley radii (a bijection)
θ ∈ Θ = R

m motor angle
γ ∈ Γ = R

m motor torque

γ′ ∈ Γ′ = RT
mKsRQ output-mapped motor torques

θ′ ∈ Θ′ = R−1
m RQ output-mapped motor angles

tendon tensions surjectively onto joint torques—many com-

binations of tendon forces produce the same torque vector.

The tension force is based on the spring deflection which is

the difference between motor side tendon displacement and

joint side tendon displacement. The motor torque γ and joint

torque τ are

γ = RT
m(Ks(Rmθ −Rq)) (1)

τ = RT (Ks(Rmθ −Rq)) (2)

B. Output-Mapped Subspaces

Our stability analysis is based on the concept of passivity.

If the motors are not adding energy to the mechanical system,

then the system is bound to settle out eventually. In order to

check this condition we analyze the controller as if it only

had sensors at the motor–tendon interface—motor position

and motor torque. The various equalities allow us to write all

variables in the system in terms of motor interface variables.

However, we need to keep in mind that only linear subspaces

of motor interface variables actually move the hand—the

output mapped subspace of motor torque Γ′ and the output

mapped subspace of motor angle Θ′. The rest of the system

doesn’t influence the hand’s motion, doesn’t interact with the

unknown environment, and therefore doesn’t need to be held

to the passivity criterion.

All possible joint torque vectors can be accomplished

by moving the motor positions, but many different motor

position vectors may produce the same joint torque vector.

The set of all motor position vectors that produce the same

joint torque vector, set Θτ for torque τ , can be characterized

by a representative motor position vector and the null space

N[RTKsRm] of the RTKsRm operator.

Θτ = {θ : RTKsRmθ = τ} (3)

= {R−1
m K−1

s BR(RTBR)−1τ + n : n ∈ N[RTKsRm]}
(4)

where B is a dummy variable which selects a representative

subset of dimension n so long as RTBR is invertible.

A logical choice here is B = Ks. In this case the set of

representatives,

Θ′ = {θ′ : θ′ = R−1
m R(RTKsR)

−1τ, τ ∈ T }, (5)

is equivalent to the space defined by the image of Q under

R−1
m R. This type of output-mapped subspace also exists

for Γ, the space of motor torques, as shown in Tab. II.

Ultimately we will ignore the non-output-mapped portion of

these spaces and focus our attention on a feedback controller

acting in the output-mapped space. To implement such a

controller in a practical tendon driven system, a variable

from the null-space θt ∈ N
[
RTKsRm

]
must be chosen to

define the complete motor angle vector θ = θt + θ′. This

should be chosen such that the total tendon force vector

Ks(Rmθ′+Rmθt−Rq) has only positive tensions1. In belt-

driven systems, mechanical pre-tension can substitute θt.

C. Desired Position

The goal of our controller is to enact a desired stiffness

law by measuring joint position and setting a position control

set point, θd, for the pulley motors. We will use (2) to find

this (output-mapped) θd ∈ Θ′ to enforce the stiffness law

τ = −Kdq:[
RTKsR−Kd

]
q = RTKsRmθd, θd ∈ Θ′. (6)

where Kd is a diagonal matrix of desired independent joint

stiffnesses.

We name this bracketed matrix the effective controller

stiffness matrix (Kc)

Kc := RTKsR−Kd. (7)

The effective controller stiffness matrix describes a force

generating system τ = Kcq which, if placed in parallel

with the joints of the finger, would counterbalance the series

stiffness and bring about the desired behavior. To further

understand the characteristics of this matrix, we proceed to

represent this same controller as if it acted at the motor

interface.

We return to our expression (1) for γ, and

restrict our attention to the output-mapped motor

variables by pre-multiplying with the projector

matrix RT
mKsR(R

TR)−1RTK−1
s R−T

m (from table II,

Γ→ Q→ Γ′),

γ′ = RT
mKsRmθ′ −RT

mKsRq, (8)

With (8) we can use motor interface variables to

compute the joint angles. First, we pre-multiply by

(RTR)−1RTK−1
s R−T

m (also from table II, Γ→ Q)

q = (RTR)−1RTRmθ′ − (RTR)−1RTK−1
s R−T

m γ′ (9)

To keep the algebra manageable, we define

Km := RT
mKsRm, (10)

A := (RTR)−1RTK−1
s R−T

m , (11)

and simplify:

q = AKmθ′ −Aγ′. (12)

Returning to (6), substituting (12), and pre-multiplying by

AT ,

ATKcAKmθ′ −ATKcAγ
′ = θd (13)

1In tendon driven fingers with non-linear stiffness, θt could be actively
controlled to alter the pre-tension in all the tensions and thus influence the
linearized stiffness Ks.
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TABLE II: Output-Mapped Subspaces
space forward map from Q �→ this space inverse map from this space �→ Q

Q – space of joint angles I I
T – space of joint torques RTKsR (RTKsR)−1

Γ′ – output mapped subspace of motor torques RT
mKsR (RTR)−1RTK−1

s R−T
m

Θ′ – output mapped subspace of motor angles R−1
m R (RTR)−1RTRm

And in this final form we have our control, θd, as a function

of output-mapped motor interface variables.

D. Including motor dynamics

We ignore the non output-mapped subspace and assume

that the actuator position controllers have been tuned so that

they behave like first order systems with one time constant

(p) for all motors.

θ̇′ = pI(θd − θ′), p > 0 (14)

This results in a transfer function relationship between motor

angle and torque,

(sp−1I + I −ATKcAKm)θ
′ = −ATKcAγ

′. (15)

E. Analyzing Actuator Passivity

This output mapped portion of the system will be passive

if the integral of the work done on the environment by the

output-mapped motor system is negative.

T∫
0

γ′T (t)θ̇′(t)dt ≤ 0 (16)

A common frequency domain equivalent [23], [24] is that

for all right half plane s, that is s+ s̄ > 0,

H(s) +H∗(s) ≤ 0, (17)

for the transfer function H(s) = γ′(s)/sθ′(s).2 We can

express this transfer function

H(s) = −(ATKcA)
−1(p−1I + I/s−ATKcAKm/s)

(18)

and, since so much of this is symmetric, hardly anything is

different in its conjugate transpose:

H∗(s) = −(p−1I + I/s̄−KmA
TKcA/s̄)(A

TKcA)
−1.
(19)

Adding the two to form the matrix inequality in (17),

−2p−1(ATKcA)
−1 −

(
s̄+ s

ss̄

)
((ATKcA)

−1 −Km) ≤ 0.

(20)

Note that, by the restriction on s, both s + s̄ > 0 and

ss̄ > 0. The first term dominates as s approaches the jω axis,

and the second term dominates as s → 0+; both matrices

2The inequality is notation for negative semi-definiteness of the Hermitian
matrix H(s) +H∗(s).

must be negative semi definite to ensure passivity. Since these

matrices are symmetric,

(ATKcA)
−1 ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ Kc ≥ 0, (21)

RTKsR ≥ Kd. (22)

This is an upper bound on the desired stiffness matrix.

The second condition is a lower bound:

(ATKcA)
−1 −Km ≥ 0. (23)

Substituting in our definitions of Km and A, we can reduce

this: [
RTKsR−Kd

]
≤

[
RTKsR

]
⇐⇒ Kd ≥ 0. (24)

So, for passive controllers, the desired stiffness is bounded

0 ≤ Kd ≤ RTKsR. (25)

This means that the pure desired stiffness of a series elastic

driven system cannot exceed the passive stiffness of the

system. A similar but restricted conclusion has been reached

by researchers [25] [18] for the special case equivalent to

RTKsR diagonal. However, most tendon-routing strategies

will lead to multi-articular joint stiffness (non-diagonal joint

stiffness matrix) and thus instead of an element-wise compar-

ison, we treat the above inequality as checking the positive

definiteness of the following two matrix constructions,

RTKsR−Kd ≥ 0 (26)

Kd ≥ 0 (27)

F. Inclusion of Parallel Stiffness
Springs can also be added in parallel to the actuators in

the form of torsional springs at the joints. If we define the

parallel stiffness matrix as Kp, the analysis for passivity will

change at Eq. (2) as,

τ = RTKsRmθ′ − (RTKsR+Kp)q (28)

Hence, following the analysis, we will end up with new

passivity conditions

RTKsR+Kp −Kd ≥ 0 (29)

Kd ≥ Kp (30)

Adding parallel compliance increases the maximum

achievable desired controller stiffness without the need for

stiffer series springs. However, adding parallel compliance

also raises the lower bound on achievable desired stiffness.

This makes intuitive sense as we would have to add feedfor-

ward compensation to overcome the torque due to the parallel

compliance, i.e. inject more energy into the system.
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G. Significance of Actuator Passivity

While a lack of passivity does not mean the overall system

is necessarily unstable, it does mean that it could potentially

add energy to the tendon-finger-environment system. For any

particular type of non-passivity, there exists at least one

frequency where a sinusoidal motor angle rate vector signal

will produce a sinusoidal motor torque vector signal which,

when the two signals are convolved, indicates adding positive

energy to the tendon-hand-environment system. If the hand

is designed such that this sinusoidal motor torque signal

generates motion primarily in the same vector direction

as the motor angle rate signal—exactly the case if each

motor is paired with a unique joint—then vibrations in that

linear subspace of motion gain energy proportional to the

magnitude of the vibration. If the hand system also has

damping, then the damping will remove some energy. This

also scales with the amplitude of the oscillation. If the non-

passive motor control adds more energy than the damping

removes, then the system will vibrate out of control.

III. CASE STUDY : 2DOF TENDON-DRIVEN FINGER

A. System Model

L2

L1

q2

q1

2

1

Fx

ks

ks

M2

M1 1

2

f

(a)

Series Springs

Joint Encoders

Tendon Routing 
Pulleys

(b)

Fig. 1: a A 2-DOF tendon-driven planar robotic finger with

tendon stiffness of ks on all tendons. Two motors (M1 and

M2) actuate the two DOFs using a belt-drive (2N) strategy.

The tendons for the second joint route through an idler pulley

on the first joint, resulting in compliant coupling between

both joints. b Experimental equivalent 2-DOF testbed for

validating the system analysis. The experimental system

follows the same routing strategy as the simulation system

To validate our analysis of passivity boundaries, we model

a planar, two DOF tendon-driven robotic finger (Fig.1),

I(q, q̇)q̈ + C(q, q̇) +Bq̇ +Kpq = RT f + J(q)TFext (31)

Based on the design, the dimension of the inertia matrix

I is 2× 2, Coriolis and centripetal force matrix C is 2× 1
and we can assume a small damping matrix B of dimension

2× 2. Kp is the parallel compliance matrix of size 2× 2.

The tendon force of the belt drive system (f ∈ R
2×1) can

be estimated as

f = Ks(Rmθ −Rq) (32)

where Rm is the 2 × 2 diagonal transformation matrix of

motor space to tendon space and R is a 2×2 transformation

matrix for tendon space to joint space.

To emulate a joint stiffness (Kd) with its resting position

at (qd), the controller can be designed as,

τ = Kd(qd − q) (33)

where qd = [q1,d, q2,d]
T . In general practice, the controller

stiffness matrix is chosen to be diagonal for independent

control of the joints.

Now that a desired joint torque (τ) has been estimated,

the actuator level controller has to calculate the displace-

ment (θd) required to generate the desired torque.

τ = RTKs(Rmθd −Rq) (34)

We exploit series compliance to generate forces indirectly

via spring deflections, using position control at the actuator.

In the simulation we make the simplifying assumption that

the motor position controller parameters have been tuned

such that all motor position dynamics have a first order

response with a fixed rise time (p = 1/tr).

θ̇ = pI(θd − θ) (35)

Using these equations, the motor displacement velocity

which generates a desired joint torque is,

θ̇ = pI(R−1
m (K−1

s R+T τ +Rq)− θ) (36)

where R+T is the pseudo-inverse of the tendon routing map.

The series stiffness matrix (Ks) is diagonal with all springs

of equal stiffness ks. The tendon routing map R is based

on the tendon topology chosen for fingers, and in general

includes off-diagonal terms which lead to passive stiffness

being coupled—that is, also having off-diagonal terms.

The effective passive joint stiffness system due to the

series compliance (ks)—the joint stiffness if the actuators

are locked—can be represented as,

Kj,passive = RTKsR (37)

In our case, the belt drive arrangement leads to the tendon

routing map R

R =

[
rj 0
rj rj

]
(38)

where rj is the radius of the circular pulleys at the joints.

Thus, the resultant passive joint stiffness matrix is,

Kj,passive =

[
4ksr

2
j 2ksr

2
j

2ksr
2
j 2ksr

2
j

]
(39)
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Due to the routing strategy, the passive stiffness matrix

is fully populated, with off-diagonal, multi-articular stiffness

terms.

B. Experimental Setup

A 2-DOF tendon driven robotic finger testbed was de-

signed (Fig. 1b) for validating the maximum achievable

bound on joint stiffness. In order to allow the effects of

passive stiffness to dominate over other parameters, the

system was designed to keep friction and inertia as low

as possible. Extension springs of equal stiffness were used

as series compliance. Two rotary encoders were used to

calculate the joint angles (U.S. Digital Inc.). Each DOF was

actuated by one geared DC Motor (Maxon Motors Inc.)

which was in turn controlled by a standalone closed loop

position controller (Maxon EPOS controller). This allowed

us to give desired position as the input to the actuator

system. All of the controllers were written in Labview and

executed by an FPGA based embedded controller (National

Instruments CompactRIO). All high level controllers were

running at 2KHz while all data acquisition was running at

40KHz. For validation, we used series springs of varying

stiffnesses, but for the sake of space, we will show just the

results with ks = 1873 N/m. The joint pulleys were chosen

with equal diameters rj = 18.875 mm.

IV. VALIDATION

To validate the maximum achievable stability bounds, we

tested the impulse response of the robotic finger at different

desired joint stiffnesses. We will discuss three interesting

stiffness boundary behaviors which we encountered (Fig. 2).

Due to the symmetric nature of the passive and desired

stiffness matrices, they can be represented as ellipsoids in

joint stiffness space. We overlaid the ellipsoids on top of each

other to gain an intuitive understanding of the interaction of

the desired stiffness and passive stiffness matrices.

The first column of the results (Fig. 2 a, d and g)

shows a stable isotropic desired stiffness matrix with each

joint set to a stiffness of 0.5 N-m/rad. This value satisfies

the passivity conditions derived in Eq. (26) and (27). The

impulse response was stable as expected. The simulation d

oscillates much more than the experimental system g due to

unmodeled friction in the experimental system. All values

of Kd smaller than this value were stable to impulses as

well. However, when the isotropic stiffness becomes larger

than 0.50 N-m/rad, the simulation system became unstable,

as predicted by Eq. 25.

The second column (Fig. 2 b, e and h) is an unstable case

where we chose a diagonal desired stiffness matrix with the

stiffness at joint 1 as 0.9 N-m/rad and stiffness at joint 2 as

0.5 N-m/rad. The passivity bounds fail for this case and the

results in both the simulation and experiments reflect that.

Note that the unstable vibrations in the experimental space

appear saturated due to a safety measure implemented into

the position controller which limits the maximum displace-

ment of the actuator.

In the third column (Fig. 2 c, f and i), we chose the desired

stiffness as a scaled value of the passive joint stiffness matrix

including multi-articular terms. It is interesting to note that

the system remained stable at a desired joint 1 stiffness

of 2 N-m/rad and joint 2 and multiarticular stiffness of 1
N-m/rad, which are much higher values than the previous

cases that contained only diagonal terms. It makes intuitive

sense when we look at the graphical representation of these

stiffnesses. When the eigenvectors of the desired stiffness

matrix and passive stiffness matrix are the same, the stability

criteria just reduces to an element-wise difference of the

(uniquely ordered) eigenvalues of the passive stiffness matrix

and desired stiffness matrix.
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Fig. 2: Impact stability of the system. a, b and c show the

graphical representation of the stiffness ellipse (torques from

any unit displacement vector) due to passive elements in

blue and the desired stiffness in black. Where b shows the

instability criteria and c shows that much higher stiffnesses

can be achieved through control if multiarticular stiffness

terms are included in the desired stiffness matrix. d, e and

f show the simulations and g, h and i show experimental

results of impulse responses. The blue line is joint 1 and red

line is joint 2 angle.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we have for the first time derived, using a

passivity-based approach, the maximum achievable limits on

joint stiffness controllers for robotic fingers with compliant

coupling between the joints. We found that the maximum

stiffness achievable is bounded by the passive stiffness of

the system. We validated this by choosing a test case of a 2

DOF tendon driven robotic finger with multi-articular passive
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stiffness. The impulse response characteristics showed an

agreement with our theoretical stiffness boundaries.

The analysis of passivity provides an insight into a me-

chanical design paradigm. On analyzing the upper bound

inequality, we can see that design parameters such as the

tendon routing pulley radii can be used to modify the stability

boundaries. The shape of the passive stiffness ellipse can be

modified by having pulleys of different radii at every joint.

However, size constraints and the torque requirement at the

joints put limits on the selection of pulley radii.

Another approach to increasing stiffness boundaries would

be to increase the stiffness of the series springs. However, as

the inertia of the finger joints are low, a higher series stiffness

will raise the natural frequency of the joint. This might lead

to unfavorable noise transmission from the actuators to the

joint and vice-versa, both of which might be damaging to

the system in case of impacts and undesirable for robust

manipulation. Series springs are usually chosen based on an

estimate of the maximum expected torque that needs to be

generated at the joints as well as for safe environmental inter-

action. A very stiff transmission might be able to generate

larger forces, but it also loses the key features of passive

compliance.

We showed in theory that adding stiffness in parallel to

the actuators was a viable alternative to increasing series

stiffness for larger stability boundaries. Well-chosen parallel

compliance can also be used to boost the performance of

specific joints depending on the task, giving the designer

the ability to customize the intrinsic properties of the fingers

if the task is known. However, the lower bound inequality

showed that adding parallel compliance and desiring a very

low desired stiffness can cause non-passive controller behav-

ior which might lead to instability.

Impulse response experiments showed that damp-

ing/friction also increases the achievable stiffness boundaries

of the system above the theoretical limit of passive stiffness.

However, miniature linear dampers are extremely difficult

to manufacture and have non-linearities such as stiction

and hysteresis. Friction is undesirable for fine end-tip force

control which is a key requirement for manipulation.
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